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About This Game

Dis Pontibus is a single-player puzzle game set in a procedurally-generated archipelago.

Guide a young explorer on a mission of discovery and enlightenment, and collect the wisdom of a long-lost civilization!

Each game will be a unique experience, with simple mechanics and very challenging gameplay.

Trailer Music: L'etoile Danse (pt. 1) By Meydän (license)
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Title: Dis Pontibus
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Marcos Donnantuoni
Publisher:
Marcos Donnantuoni
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7 SP1+

Processor: 1.8GHz CPU: SSE2 instruction set support.

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities.

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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gt;Download Game
>Open Game
>"Login via Gamespy"
Check Year
>2018
>Gamespy no longer exists
>Make up fake Gamespy and it works
>Play 5 minutes
>Opening mission is every "SAVE THE MINERS FROM THE GOBLINS IN THE MINES" ever

Uninstalled - Going to just go play Guild Wars or WoW if I need this kind of fix. gameplay 1917/1917
sounds 1945/1917
graphics 9000+/1917

instructions not clear accidentally sent 5 ppl to gulag. The game is okay. However, it is definitely not worth more than $15.. So
far this is an amazing concept, taking the transport and encounter aspects of FTL and mixing it with XCOM style combat. The
game could do with more content (then again, it has only been out for a very short time and is early access) and is a good
experience. The art style is pretty damn cool too, and I have very few complaints.

In summary, this is an early version so content is a little lacking however with continued work from the developer this game has
very very good potential to become a success, and I would reccomend purchasing it if you like the sound of the concept and
would wish to support the game in going further.. Came for the inspiring story behind the game, stayed to confirm I'm just as
bad at math now as I was in school.. A sweet little metroidvania, with classic movement upgrades and gaining access to new
areas all over the map after picking each next one. Also has weapon and health upgrades which simplify further exploration.
Controls work without much problem, and the early introduced concept of fall-jump is a pretty interesting mechanic that allows
for a bit more inventive level design.

The 43 scrolls scattered all over the map describe the story from perspective of both the Alchemist and Apprentice, and the
obligatory boss fight at the end provides conclusion to that story. It starts off from saying that Apprentice was betrayed by
Alchemist, but later on it becomes apparent that Apprentice was not exactly in the right.

In the end, this game takes just a couple of hours… but it's a couple of hours well spent.
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Drank vodka, became drunk, saw four bears instead of one, very nice! 10/10 would drink again. My favorite Putt-Putt game. It's
one of those games, where you get the feeling that the developers, came up with the title, and with it had all these great ideas of
how to make a Putt-Putt game centered around time traveling. The environments are all unique and diverse as they should be.
Traveling between time periods makes for fun puzzle solving experience. The randomized puzzles add a lot of replay value to
the game. The music is simply fantastic. The characters are memorable. Solid Humongous Entertainment game. You should
play it now.. Thy Sword is a true love letter to old school games. It finds this perfect spot between arcade style and RPG style.
Gameplay is tense, there is good feedback, the graphics are gorgeous (a least for retro lovers) and the music is a perfect fit.

Combat is twitchy and arcade oriented. Every enemy has it's own attack/defense pattern that must be mastered in order to excel
at the game. The bosses are well designed and quite central to the game. Between each level the village area allows to buy
potions and/or new equipmements. Also it's possible to play 21 horsemen, a gambling game inspired by blackjack. A nice way
to make quick money... or loose everything.

The default game mode is inspired by arcade game, you basically have 3 credits to win the game, after that you have to start
over. But there are also an easy mode (unlimited credit) and an hardcore mode (1 credit I guess). There are two playable classes:
one melee oriented and one ranged oriented. One of my only complaint about the game is that we cannot choose a magic user
and the two existing classes are quite similar.

So far I'm half way through the game (at least through the map). From what I have seen so far I can only recommend the game
for anyone loving good old arcade with light RPG elements that takes true mastery to finish.. With the English patch (check the
discussion forum), this is currently the most easily understood Lunatic Dawn game in the store. The Legends Pack also has
patches for each of its games, but this one is more complete from what I've seen so far.

Passage of the Book is an open-ended, party-based dungeon-crawling RPG. It begins by having you create a world according to
a few simple parameters, and then you're thrown right into it with some basic equipment and money. You recruit other party
members via inns and through talking to other adventurers, and over time improve all your characters by fulfilling requests and
plundering dungeons. There is no overarching narrative; rather, you're left to do as you like and become as famous\/infamous as
you please.

Creating a character invovles selecting certain criteria from a small window and selecting someone from a list of generated
results. Age and gender can affect one's stats in different ways - a mid-20's character will generally be stronger than a much
older one, but an older one may have much more charisma, for example. There aren't strict classes as much as there are stats
which determine what kinds of actions a character is best at performing - a warrior is going to prioritize strength over
intelligence, a mage will do the opposite, so on and so forth. Again, very freeform and the details are largely up to the player.
Party members are NOT created by the player - they are recruited once the game starts.

Passage of the Book is tough. Enemies can be very powerful and there's little indication as to what kinds of enemies will be in
different dungeons, but with persistence and a full party you can usually make it out ok. Equipment is straightforward - bought
at shops, can be improved X number of times, and different folks are better with different weapons. Inns allow you to talk to
various individuals, including your own party members, as well as purchase supplies. Lamps are especially important for
dungeons - you can get stuck in the dark without one! There are also item shops, temples, training areas (where you raise your
own skills in exchange for money), and an information broker through whom you can search for info on specific people and
places.

Battle is a turn-based affair similar to other Japanese console RPG's, in that you select an action then watch as everyone takes
their turns. The difference, though, is you only have primary control over your own character - your party acts independently,
but can be encouraged to focus on particular enemies or utilize certain strategies (this is largely similar to the other Lunatic
Dawn games in the Legends Pack). After battle, loot is divided amongst your party and can be won through a competitive game.
Once divided, loot belongs to each person, not to the player exclusively, and dividing loot is also what helps maintain cohesion
within your party (members can become dissatisfied and leave).

Overall, it's a very open, freeform experience that I've never really encountered elsewhere. I'd almost call Passage of the Book
more of a sim than a traditional dungeon crawler. Either way, it's a unique experience that fans of old-school dungeon crawling
will appreciate, as the mechanics are solid and the sense of accomplishment grows very quickly. Definitely recommend giving
this one a go.. Incredible dungeon exploration in VR
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This dev is so creative and passionate....

Seriously in my top 5 games and I own + 200...top textures, top 3d objetcs, top lightening, top ambiance, top sound... creepy
inferno.

I would like to play this game, but the few I played was so much incredible, I am just waiting next update. ¨¨I keep this game for
the complete experience.

I cannot wait to have a total bad-trip journey inside this scary dungeon.

Very dark, very creepy, very mature. Today June 2017 the best dungeon . It s not an fps, it s more based on casts with hands
movments, a bit like in Arx Fatalis in its time.. For those looking for a short review, here you are:

The game is very fleshed out and the story mode fails to miss out anything important from the anime / manga. it covers season 1
and 2 with a special ending at the end (no spilers.)
The game looks great and the combat system is flawless. In the online mode it is pretty dead so unless you have friends with the
game i wouldn't really bother with this mode as you could be waiting a while for a team mate.
Only flaws I see are that there are a few translation errors in the subtitles but they almost always come across ashilarious.
Overall it is a very fun game and while i wouldn't say its worth the £55 asking price I don't have any regrets whatsoever.
. I really liked this game. It was frustrating in a few parts where you have to just guess what the right response is and I had to go
over some things more than I really wanted to.

The walkthrough option is great because it gives little hints to help push you in the right direction to figure it out on your own
but gives you the answer if you get stuck.

Released!:
Dis Pontibus is released at last! Enjoy!
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